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This week’s Laager was at the Activity Area located on the South side of Chalong Dam Reservoir and could 

be approached up a good concrete road leading into a wide open space with 

loads of parking space and a resplendent circle.  All good you would think until 

the wind started to get up about 15 minutes before the run and by the start 

time of the run it was absolutely pissing it down.  Also those coming from the 

north had difficulty in finding the Laager mainly because they don’t know the 

difference between clockwise and anti- clockwise!  

The GM made an attempt at ‘Circling Up’ but most Hashers were absent 

hiding under any bit of shelter they could find.  

 

So many of us didn’t hear the Hare’s instructions but just opted to follow On The Game who was given the 

dubious honour of being the Horn. 

 

Since this was my first attempt at being Scribe after a few months absence I thought I 

would do the run so I could report back on how wonderful it was.  The run immediately 

went off on small tracks and concrete pathways up into the hills and with the rain still 

coming down it was all very slippy.  We did climb to quite a height and I was pleased 

to note I was still in contact with the runners.  However as we made our back down 

again I realised  I was also surrounded by a few walkers and by the time we got to the 

bottom there were only walkers to be seen and the runners were long gone. However 

during all of this the GM took quite a tumble and as he lay prone on the ground I did 

think for a few nano seconds that this would be a real ‘fuck 

pig’ if we have to extricate him from here – fortunately he stirred and I had the 

honour of accompanying him back down the hill thinking he’s even worse at this 

and me!  We all got back down safely and I did make an attempt to find the 

onward trail but to no avail.  Equally the Walkers couldn’t find paper either so we 

all ended up on the reservoir ring road which we followed in a Clockwise 

direction and ambled back to the Laager site.  Apparently the run was very good 

– sorry I missed it. 

 

The Circle 

GM  started the circle by calling in the Hares and the Hash horn for a drink and 

thanking them for their time and efforts.   

 

A big thank was given to Fussy Pussy and Gone Already for 

sponsoring the shirts for this week’s run but like their Hash 

name they had already gone!! 



Lucky Lek was called in for Annoumen which he did.  

Kamal Koma on Tuesday 28th November.  Hash Committee Meeting at Shakers on Thursday 7th December 

Restart of Hash Bus from Expat – may be subsidised initially to encourage uptake. Hashers around me who 

all the use Rawai bus commented why ours was not also subsidised – we may get our tame Committee 

member Takes It All In to raise this point at the forthcoming Committee meeting! 

Campari came in to confirm next week’s run will be in Nai Harn area and has promised at least 70% of the 

run will be on new trails – we will wait to see the truth of this announcement. 

  

Birthday Girl Dirty Dozen came in for a drink – party at the Expat on Wednesday 29th November. 

 

GM confirmed Na He Man was this week’s steward but as he had not yet returned would have to carry on 

without him. 

Flubber called in Masarap, On The Game and Free Press for doing something on the Hash 

that he hadn’t seen before i.e leading the Hash but apparently they were overtaken by 

Ahmed The Saviour at the last moment which meant normal order was restored. 

   

  Returners and Leavers came in for a drink.                               Virgins. Two this week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lots of run offences much of it centered around the incorrect GPS (yet again), bad or missing sign 

placement etc causing a few people to arrive late – however a lot more arrived quite early and got to enjoy 

standing around in the wind and rain. JC had issues with getting there on time but his problem was with the 

Monks upsetting his domestic arrangements. The Phi Phi away day hash got quite a few mentions the most 

notable being damage to the Hash Horn by Takes It All In who apparently couldn’t leave it alone and 

wanted it more and more.  There were also lots about people falling down the hills and twisted ankles etc. 

etc. 

Jaws gave credit to Lucky Lek for his ingenuity in kitting out himself and Soi Dog in wet weather gear 

fashioned out of bin liners. 

 

Soi Dog called in Blue Harlot for saying she had only 20 runs on her tee shirt due to one of the zeros 

having disappeared up her arse. 

 

Butt Plug led the proceedings for the Hashit and whilst noting that the signage was incorrect, GPS’s wrong 

again, length of the run exceeded acceptable time limits he actually concluded it was actually a good run 

and put it up for the vote. Whilst many votes for and against Hashit for the hares eventually a Good Run 

verdict was confirmed 

 

GM announced the Circle was declared closed and then announced the good (or bad) news that Na He 

Man had made it safely back. There then ensued wacky races as people tried to slip and slide their way out 

of the Laager site. 

  

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

www.phuket-hhh.com 

Click here for more photos 

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/
https://www.facebook.com/media/set?vanity=PhuketHashHouseHarriers&set=a.782176817287565

